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Abstract
Heart failure afflicts 23 million people worldwide and is the most rapidly growing cardiovascular
disorder in the US. It is the leading cause of death in people over 65 and the third most common
cause of hospitalizations in the US, with about 1.1 million discharges annually. Just as
significantly, almost one quarter of patients will be rehospitalized within 30 days of discharge.
With an average cost per patient for rehospitalization of $22,700, and $35,800 per patient death,
this high incidence of rehospitalization and mortality has a powerful negative impact on hospitals
and the healthcare system as a whole.
Importantly, newly-enacted US government regulations are forcing increased emphasis on
reducing rehospitalizations for heart failure. Front and center are Centers for Medicare and
Medicaid’s (CMS’) regulations on preventable readmissions. Effective Oct.1, 2012, hospitals
with rates of rehospitalization significantly higher than expected will lose a percentage of their
Medicare reimbursement across the board. In 2013, the decrease can be up to one percent of
reimbursement, rising to two percent in 2014 and three percent in 2015. Indeed, as was
recently reported in the news by Detroit Free Press, 2,000 hospitals nationwide will begin paying
the biggest federal penalties--some as much as $1 million--because too many of their patients
needed to be readmitted within 30 days of discharge for diagnoses prominently including heart
failure 26.
When implemented correctly, intensive disease management programs have been
demonstrated to reduce 30-day rehospitalization and mortality rates in heart failure by an
average of 25%, but correct identification of those most likely to benefit from such intervention is
challenging. The Presage® ST2 Assay, developed by Critical Diagnostics, was cleared by the
FDA for prognosis of adverse events allowing risk stratification of heart failure patients, and
thus enabling more focused advanced disease management for those patients that need them
most.
To explore the impact of a strategy using ST2 to select patients for disease management
programs, a decision-analytic or impact model was constructed to assess the 30-day
rehospitalization, mortality, quality of life and cost outcomes as compared to the current
standard of care.
The model shows that a ST2-driven disease management strategy would reduce the 30-day
rehospitalization rate by 17.3%, from 24.8% to 20.5%, and would reduce the 30-day mortality
rate by 17.6% from 10.2% to 8.4%. This results in a projected net cost savings of $860 per
tested patient. For a typical 200-bed hospital this would mean an annual direct cost savings of
about $200,000. It would also result in about 4 fewer annual deaths, or a gain of 25 quality
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adjusted life years (QALYs) per year for a 200-bed hospital. If such an ST2-driven disease
management program could be instituted for the 1.1 million heart failure patients admitted to
hospital each year (first listed diagnosis), besides potentially saving thousands of lives and
improving the lives of tens of thousands of heart failure patients, the expected annual cost
savings (in addition to savings from avoidance of cuts in Medicare reimbursements) to hospitals
could well exceed $1 billion, while improving overall hospital statistics for heart failure outcomes.
Our conclusion is that a ST2 post discharge disease management strategy for hospitalized
heart failure patients can reduce 30-day rehospitalization and mortality, resulting in direct cost
savings and improved quality scores for hospitals.

Background
Heart failure is a chronic, progressive disease in which the ability of the heart to provide needed
blood output diminishes, thus impeding the heart’s ability to support the body’s metabolic
demands. The prevalence of heart failure is growing worldwide and causes about 280,000
deaths per year in the US 1.
When a patient is affected by heart failure, their risk for death, hospitalization or other heart
failure related events is significantly higher than patients without heart failure, but a broad range
of risk exists among such patients, and tools to better gauge the likelihood for adverse outcome
are sought. Indeed, risk stratification in heart failure remains inadequate; clinicians continue to
seek improved methods to determine patient prognosis, which might assist in the ability to better
treat those patients at greatest likelihood to respond to intervention. A recent analysis, which
surveyed 100 hospitals participating in the “Get With the Guidelines—Heart Failure” program for
heart failure patient management showed that most current strategies for heart failure care are
not associated with lower readmission rates. Despite this apparent executive-level enthusiasm
for implementing processes to reduce 30-day readmission rates, our results suggest a need for
better evidence and resources dedicated to effectively achieve lower readmission rates27.
One method now available to clinicians for such assessment is the use of circulating blood
biomarkers that predict risk for negative outcomes in heart failure. The Presage® ST2 Assay,
developed by Critical Diagnostics, is useful for the detection of ST2, and provides powerful
prognostic information in this setting. It has been used in multiple published studies, involving
more than 30,000 patients. These studies have demonstrated that the level of ST2 in blood can
help a physician better predict a patient's prognosis and thus make better patient management
decisions than solely employing clinical parameters and existing laboratory assays.
About 5.7 million people in the United States have heart failure. Each year 1.1 million patients
are hospitalized for heart failure, making it is the third most common case of hospitalization in
the US (Figure 1)1,2,25 . For perspective, this means that a typical 200-bed hospital has 234 heart
failure hospitalizations per year.
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Figure 1. Heart Failure is the Third Most Common Cause of Hospitalization in the US 25
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Additionally, 670,000 heart failure patients are seen in the emergency room and heart failure
results in 3.3 million doctor office visits annually 1.
The key driver of direct medical cost for heart failure is hospitalization, which costs about $36
billion in 2010, up from about $15 billion in 2000. The cost per heart failure hospitalization has
steadily increased over the last 10 years from about $15,000 in 2000 to $37,000 in 2010 as
illustrated in Figure 2 2.
Figure 2. Cost per Heart Failure Hospitalization
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*Mean charge per hospitalization, CCS principal diagnosis category 108, Congestive heart failure2.
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Further, heart failure is the most common reason for rehospitalization3 and the heart failure
rehospitalization rate has largely remained unchanged over the last decade4. The national
average 30-day rehospitalization rate in the US is 24.8%. Annually about 275,000 patients are
rehospitalized within 30 days of discharge5. The cost of these rehospitalizations alone is about
$6 billion annually in the US.
The clinical challenge is to identify which of the 1.1 million discharged patients are at high risk of
rehospitalization and/or death within 30 days of transition to outpatient care. Once these
patients have been identified hospitals should focus their resources on these high need/high
cost patients. Several efforts have been reported illustrating the effect of improved discharge
procedures and disease management (DM) on reducing rehospitalization and mortality in
patients with heart failure. Several systematic reviews and meta-analyses, have demonstrated a
reduction in rehospitalization of 20% - 27% and a reduction of mortality of about 25%6-12.
However, these programs rarely achieve a positive cost/benefit outcome as the resources are
applied to all patients regardless of the anticipated benefit to that patient13.
Objective
To assess the clinical and economic impact of using ST2 to identify patients at high risk of 30day re-hospitalization or death who would be selected for post discharge advanced disease
management.
Methods
To evaluate the impact of the Presage ST2 Assay as a tool to reduce 30-day rehospitalization
and mortality in patients discharged from hospital care after a heart failure event, we developed
a decision-analytic or impact model to explore the 30-day rehospitalization, mortality, quality of
life and cost outcomes. A decision-tree model was constructed to compare two clinical
scenarios. Figure 3 provides a schematic outline of the model.
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Figure 3. Schematic of the Decision Tree with the two Clinical Scenarios

Clinical scenarios:
1. Upper branch: Standard of care arm, no disease management.
2. Lower branch: Only patients with elevated ST2 levels (≥35 ng/ml) entered intensive
patient or advanced disease management programs*. Patients with lower levels
received standard of care, i.e. did not receive disease management [ST2 arm].
* The model assumed an advanced disease management program, which included:
•
•
•
•
•

Nurse-led patient education at discharge.
Post discharge patient management by a multidisciplinary heart failure team.
Cardiologist assessments with optional diagnostic procedures and medication review.
Regular nurse telephone contact and home visits if deemed necessary.
Resulting in more aggressive medication or device therapy.
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The model for implementing a ST2-driven disease management strategy assumes an up-front
investment in ST2 testing of $26 per test. The model also assumes that patients with ST2 levels
≥35 ng/ml will have two further tests during the 30-day period for an additional $52 per patient in
this category. The hospital must also invest in the patient / disease management program. That
program is assumed to cost about $1,500 per patient for the 30 days (see Table 1 for detailed
breakdown). This cost accounts for a combination of cardiologist visits, nurse education
session, nurse follow-up by phone and optional home visits, additional lab tests (other than ST2)
and one echocardiogram or similar procedure. All, or some, of these services may be billable
and could be considered revenue for the hospital thus offsetting a portion of the DM cost.
However, the model includes all these services as cost. The model assumed that patients with
ST2 levels ≥35 ng/ml that died only received one additional ST2 test and two weeks of disease
management.
Table 1: Cost of Care Detail

Nurse days

Units
1

Cost
$288

MD hours

3

$781

Echocardiogram
Miscellaneous lab
tests (excluding ST2)
Total cost

1

$290
$150

Basis of calculation
Based on average nurse annual
salary of $69,110
Based on average cardiologist annual
salary of $500,000
Medicare reimbursement; CPT 93306
Estimated

Reference

16
16
17

$1,509

The model simulated a cohort of patients with a mean age of 64 over the 30-day period post
heart failure hospital discharge. During that period the model assumed the US national means
of 10.2% for 30-day mortality and 24.8% for all cause rehospitalization for patients receiving
standard of care5.
The model assumed a reduction in rehospitalization rate of 25% and a reduction in mortality rate
of 25% relative to standard of care in patients undergoing intensive disease management.
The model used a quality of life adjustment factor, or health utility (see text box for explanation),
of 0.70 for patients with heart failure without rehospitalization and 0.65 for rehospitalized
patients20, 21. Life expectancy was calculated using the Seattle Heart Failure Model assuming
patients with an age of 64 and NYHA Class III receiving ACE-inhibitors, beta blockers,
furosemide and statins19. The health utility and life years were used to calculate quality adjusted
life years (QALYs, see text box).
Other key inputs were cost of rehospitalization ($22,700) and death ($35,800), which are based
on DRGs 292 and 2912 (see Table 2) and cost of ST2 testing ($26 or $78). Performance
characteristics of ST2 for prognosis at a cutpoint of 35 ng/ml were based on the mean of five
heart failure clinical studies encompassing over 4500 patients22,23,24. In this analysis an ST2
below 35 pg/mL had a cumulative negative predictive value (NPV) for death or hospitalization of
>95%.
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A 200-bed hospital perspective was taken to illustrate impact. Model outcomes were 30-day
readmissions, deaths, life years, quality adjusted life years (QALYs) and overall cost.
A QALY is a measure of additional life-time gained by a medical
intervention adjusted by the utility or quality of life of the patients. The
utility is evaluated through standardized and validated questionnaires
(which can be general quality of life questionnaires or tailored to specific
diseases) and quantified by health utilities or quality of life indices. These
range from 1, a perfect state of health, to 0, equivalent to death. QALYs
are determined by multiplying the number of additional life years by the
health utilities (for example, 4 years with a utility of 0.75 = 3 QALYs).
Table 2: DRG’s for Heart Failure 2
Diagnosis Related Group and name
291. Heart failure & shock w mcc
292. Heart failure & shock w cc
293. Heart failure & shock w/o cc/mcc

Length of stay
(mean)
6 days
4.3 days
3.1 days

Charges,
(mean)
$35,862
$22,734
$16,326

$

Results
Impact on Cost
The model calculated the initial per patient investment in ST2 testing ($47) and disease
management ($697) added up to $744. The cost of hospitalizations and deaths was reduced
from $9,296 to $7,691, or a saving in disease cost of $1,605 per patient. Taking all the various
costs into consideration the model calculated the potential overall cost savings. Per discharged
heart failure patient the overall savings was $862 for the ST2-driven disease management
strategy when compared with no testing and receiving standard of care. This translates into a
saving of $1,010 per hospital bed per year, or about $200,000 annual saving for a 200-bed
hospital, Table 3. This is a conservative estimate as it assumes no disease management costs
are billable, while in reality some or all may be considered revenue for the hospital thus
offsetting a portion of the DM cost.
Table 3. Cost Savings from the ST2-Driven Disease Management Strategy.
Standard
Care
Cost of testing
Cost of DM
Disease costs
Total cost
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Impact on 30-Day Rehospitalizations
With the calculated NPV for adverse events within 30 days of >95% ST2 testing is powerful for
excluding lower risk patients, and thus identifying those more likely to experience an event.
Providing advanced disease management to patients at high risk of rehospitalization (ST2 levels
≥35 ng/ml) had a strong impact on reducing 30-day rehospitalizations: an ST2-driven disease
management program reduced the overall 30-day rehospitalization rate from 24.8% to 20.5%, or
a 17.3% reduction. Figure 4. If all high risk patients had received disease management the
rehospitalization rate would have been reduced by 24.8%. The rehospitalization rate calculated
by the model is a blended result of those that correctly received disease management (the true
positives that should have received disease management) and those that did not receive
disease management (the false negatives that should have received disease management). For
a 200-bed hospital this would mean 10 fewer heart failure rehospitalizations per year.
Figure 4. Reduction in the 30-day Rehospitalization Rate

30‐Day Rehospitalization Rate
30.0%
25.0%
20.0%
15.0%
10.0%
5.0%
0.0%

24.8%
20.5%

Standard of care

ST2 strategy

This means that a 200-bed hospital would realize a reduction of about 10 rehospitalization
events, accounting for $201,000 in cost savings per year by implementing the ST2-driven
disease management strategy.
Impact on 30-Day Mortality
As was shown for rehospitalization, investing in a ST2-driven disease management strategy
also reduced 30-day mortality, in this case from 10.2% to 8.4% or 17.6%, Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Reduction in the 30-day Mortality Rate
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As before when applied to a 200-bed hospital this would mean four fewer deaths per year, or 25
QALYs saved, by implementing the ST2-driven disease management strategy (Figure 9).
Impact on Key Hospital Quality Metrics
Both mortality and rehospitalizations within 30 days of discharge for patients with heart failure
are key hospital quality measures as discussed above. Improving these measures is important
for the hospital to attract patients, medical personnel and to be in compliance with and avoid
reduction in Medicare payments as a consequence of the Affordable Care Act. The ST2-driven
disease management strategy substantially reduces both as can be seen in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Reduction in Rehospitalization and Mortality from ST2-Driven Disease
Management Strategy.
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Conclusions
When new healthcare interventions, whether treatment, diagnostics, devices or services,
undergo health economic or impact analysis as described above they will fall into one of the four
quadrants of the “cost effectiveness plane”. Ideally a new healthcare intervention would both
improve patient outcomes (e.g. additional QALYs) and reduce cost. The ST2-driven disease
management strategy falls into this desirable category, illustrated by the “cost effectiveness
plane” in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. The Cost-Effectiveness Plane

In summary, this analysis shows that a ST2-driven disease management strategy both reduce
overall cost and provides incremental QALYs. In health economics this is referred to as being
“dominant” when compared to standard of care.
z Annually there are 1.1 million hospitalizations for heart failure, with a cost of about $36
billion. 30-day rehospitalizations alone cost annually about $6 billion.
z Identifying patients that are at high risk of 30-day rehospitalization and death with ST2
enables hospitals to focus their resources on patients that can benefit most from
intensive post discharge disease management.
z A ST2-driven disease management strategy has the potential to reduce the 30-day
rehospitalizations and deaths by 17.3%. The strategy can save about $860 per tested
patient.
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z For a 200-bed hospital this means four deaths can be prevented and a saving of about
$200,000 annually. Nationally, some 16,000 deaths could be avoided and savings to
hospitals could top $1 billion.
z The reduction of 30-day rehospitalizations and deaths will improve these key published
hospital quality metrics.
Implementing ST2 testing as part of the heart failure patient management program is a cost
effective way to improve patient care while simultaneously reducing cost. For additional
information
about
this
analysis
and
recommended
reading
go
to
www.criticaldiagnostics.com/dmstrategy
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